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Expert Talk on “How to Write Research Papers Effectively” was organized by 

Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) for all the post graduate students and 

faculty members of the institute. Dr. Shubhra Dutta, Customer Consultant, South 

Asia Research Solution Sales, Elsevier delivered the expert talk. This expert talk was 

conducted to guide and improve the quality of publication in reputed journals. 

Around 144 participants were present for the talk.   

Dr. Shubhra Dutta discussed on the topics to create awareness amongst the 

researchers/authors on the process of publication and dissemination of their 

research work. The deliberation covered various aspects of the scholarly 

communication process which is useful for the researchers. The session also 

highlighted on how to plan manuscript and steps to organize manuscripts and how, 

an effective manuscript can be put together using online tools. Dr. Shubhra Dutta 

highlighted the importance of publishing the Research Papers in Elsevier.  

To publish the research papers, various innovative services like audio slides, virtual 

magnifier, interactive map viewer and 3D molecular model can be used for fetching 

data.  Various systems can guide for designing strategies and analyze its research 

contents. The article can be directly published in reputed journals in the world. Also 

it added to the Scopus indexing, the world‟s largest abstract and citation information 
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of peer-reviewed literature, which covers most of Elsevier‟s journals. 

She also commented on the peer review process. The peer reviewers verify the 

validity, significance and originality of submitted articles, and give suggestions 

which can help researcher to improve his/her manuscript. The Reviewer 

Recognition Program is available which engages and authenticates these reviewers, 

with options to review outcomes of experiments. 

For Elsevier‟s publication, free on-line guidance is provided to researchers for 

publication and educational career. For every interactive coaching module or on-line 

lecture the researcher is rewarded with a certificate from Elsevier. 

She informed that for improving the manuscript, Web Shop language and 

illustration services can assist in checking the manuscript. Once the article is 

published, the achievements accomplishment with reprints, certificates and posters 

can be done through „My Article Services‟. 

The complete session was very interesting and eye opening and has given insight on 

various aspects of research communication. She has expressed her opinion that all 

researchers will get benefited from the session and improve their quality of 

publication and research. The session also enlighten on, effective manuscript writing 

that can be put together using various online tools. The session was very informative 

and witnessed active participation of more number of students, researchers and 

faculties.  

Participants were impressed with the eye catching tips given by Dr. Shubhra Dutta. 

The session was conducted with vote of thanks from Dr. Cynita Christy. She 

expressed her gratitude towards Dr. Shubhra Dutta for providing valuable 

information to all the participants about publishing the research paper journals in 

Elsevier. 
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